
ca 1880: Original middle-class rowhouses on Tyler Street - 
Chinese Historical Society New England

ca 1880: First Christian Church; 72 Kneeland 
- Bostonian Society

1899: A.E. downs birdseye of Boston, showing South Cove area; 
highlighted are locations of church at 72 Kneeland and St. James 
Church - Boston Public Library

1898: Freight trains approaching Albany & Boston Kneeland 
St depot, looking down Utica St - Boston City Archives

1875: Typical early loft-building garment factory; Washing-
ton St - Bostonian Society

1890-1920: David Ward study of shifting locations 
of Bostons Central Business District, upper South 
Cove area highlighted - Clark University

1925: Tyler St, looking towards Beach St from 
72 Kneeland - Chinese Historical Society New 
England

ca 1930: Auto repair opens on empty lots of former row-
homes, Harrison-Tyler Sts 
- Jeffrey Wong

1954: 72 Kneeland silouette in center; gas station at 
74 now a travel agency; Chinese Merch. Assoc. Bldg. 
far right - M.I.T. (Kevin Lynch)

1940s: Chinese women working in sewing factory in Chinatown 
- Chinese Historical Society New England

ca 1950: Lion Dance in parking lot of 74 Kneeland, 
Hudson Bldg in background - Chinese Historical 
Society New England

1953: First proposal for Central Artery 
Highway would have demolished 72 
Kneeland - Boston Globe Article

1971: Garment workers in buildings on south side of Kneeland 
St, which transitioned to use by Tufts Medical/University - 
Boston Public Library

Tyler Street south of Kneeland, a temporary YMCA was setup 
behind the Hudson building primarily serving Chinatown.  
Circa 1990 - CHinese Historical Society of New England

2017: 72 Kneeland view from South Cove Bldg
- Tom Hilsee

2015: ‘Yarn Bomb’ protest at site of former chinese occu-
pied row-homes on Tyler St, reads: “R Right to Remain” 
- Chinese Progressive Assoc.



1927: Garment bldg at 72 Kneeland truncated for widening; highlight 
showing cut-off section (facade re-built after) 
- Historic New England

1926: Rowhouses on Kneeland dismantled for widening, Hudson-Albany Sts - 
Historic New England

1925: Looking down Kneeland St; Garment build-
ings on right, Elevated transit over Harrison Ave. 
- Chinese Historical Society New England

1924: Survey plans for widening of Kneeland Street, red line indicates where buildings will have to be cut-back to; footprint of 72 Kneeland 
highlighted - Boston Public Works Department Records

1926: Construction floor plan for cutting back building at 72 Knee-
land; red shows remaining, blue shows section removed 
- Boston Inspectional Services Dept. Records

1928: Aerial after widening; 72 Kneeland and St. James church highlighted 
in red, orphan vacant lots in teal - Boston Public Library

1964: Looking east down Kneeland with widened road; 72 highlighted
- Tufts University



1930

2017 Blue = Garment
Orange = Chinese Businesses
Yellow = Auto Repair/Gas 

Cyan = Residences
Purple = Air BnB
Gray = Other Businsses



GARMENT BUILDING @ CORNER OF TYLER AND KNEELAND 
STREETS
CASE STUDY OF LARGER HISTORIES WOVEN THROUGH A SINGLE BUILDING

This would be writing on how we can see the resilience of the Chinese community (and other migrant groups) 
adapting and making space in the midst of a continually changing environment-- and that we can see the spe-
cifics of that history through a single building, and in this case, this particular garment building.  We can look at 
the ‘macro’ and the ‘micro’ to understand what brings these continual environmental and social changes to this 
site and to this building-- as well as what caused people to come to be inhabiting this building and the adjacent 
spaces, and how they responded and adapted to that environment in the particular ways they did.

For instance these major changes consist of the landfill, the subsequent real estate development of middle-class 
residences, the railroad terminals, the land becoming cheap and full of immigrant groups, the new location 
of the garment industry and destruction of residential housing, the widening of kneeland to access the new 
automobile ‘highways’, the development of larger garment buildings south of kneeland, the construction of the 
central artery and destruction of more residential housing, the flight of other immigrant groups into white sub-
urbs, the decline in the garment industry and subsequent occupation by chinese businesses in the older build-
ings and expansion of tufts medical into larger garment buildings as well as tufts expansion and destruction of 
chinese residential areas, and towards the gentrification of today.  

Each of these changes brought about another environmental adaptation and response from the Chinese commu-
nity, and this site can hold all of these histories, stories, and is still a part of what we inherit and inhabit-- espi-
cially since the history of the building is still moving and shifting-- a continual on-going process of making and 
transforming space.  this history is not one of atomic points in time, but of strings that continue to extend-- we 
are situated along the same movement that has caused all of these changes, because the movement is still ongo-
ing.

rowhomes where the 
garment building is 
today

church is built at the site, part 
of a movement of philan-
thropic societies and middle 
class outreach to the urban 
immigrant poor, and to serve 
middle class that remain in the 
area

the current building is built at 
this time to house small garment 
businesses

the widening cuts the 
building in half, de-
stroying rowhomes on 
plots nearby, leaving 
empty parcels econom-
ical only to gas stations 
to serve the new au-
tomobile traffic-- the 
gas station next to the 
building remains today 
but as a cafe

chinese businesses begin to subdi-
vide and occupy the building-- the 
kinds of businesses are related to 
exclusion of chinese from other 
forms of work (historical or ongo-
ing dejure and defacto exclusion), 
and servicing the specific and 
unique needs of that community, 
or as part of the need for the com-
munity to rely on each other.  (the 
gas station also becomes a chinese 
clay pot cafe)

downtown becomes re-invested, 
more foreign students, including 
from mainland china, attend nearby 
universities, and housing is supplied 
for white professional workers-- the 
top floors of the building are con-
verted to apartments mostly for tufts 
medical professionals and airbnb


